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Looking for Easter Eggs

It was a tough one. The Bison's editors worked over the article for several days trying to think of something new. However, we came up with nothing. So, we decided to publish the same article every year.

Orchestra and Choir Present Joint Concert

Program is Given Friday
At Griffithsville School

Concert Is Success
Groups Are Under the Direction of Miss

The Bison'scredulity rages on this view of the newly-announced "Children's Easter Concert." The students will be assembled in the gymnasium prior to the program and will be given a chance to show off their eggs.

Three Men Invited When Cow Stampeed

Easter Egg Hunt Closes in Tragedy Sunday
A number of people were invited to participate in the Easter Egg Hunt. Unfortunately, one of them was trampled by a cow.

Easter Parade Held in Spite of Cold Spell

Spectacular Parade
Is Held In Face of Cold Wind

The parade was held in spite of the cold weather. Despite the temperature, many people turned out to enjoy the spectacle.

Staff Offers Explanations of This Issue

APRIL FOOL EDITION To Be Issued This Year
To Be Printed Yearly
No Offense Is Meant By Personal Reference In Paper

Rehearsal Begins On Third Lyceum
"The Stowaway" to Be Given As 3rd Regular

Rehearsal began Tuesday for the third lyceum production, "The Stowaway," which will be held on the last weekend of April. The play is about the adventures of two boys who sail on a ship.

Departments

FINANCE

DRIVE PLEDGES REACH MARK OF \$2,199.424.45

Original \$700.000 Mark Broke Last Week

Campaign Still Going
Financial Drive Being Pushed In Alaska And Mexico

According to the latest report on the financial drive being conducted by the College of Business, the latest pledged has reached \$2,199,424.45. Although the school was not set for the amount to be reached by the end of the term, it was decided to go on and take all that was promised in case they might need the money soonest.

In the matter of the released list, it was reported that only \$100,000.00 mark on the list did not include all that had been brought in to the Treasurer, who reported the total to be \$10,000,000.00. The remaining \$1,999,424.45 was moved through the efforts of the Drive.

Drama Being Pushed
President Brown is on a high note to try and get a really good campaign in connection with the drive and the great success before it was in any way

JUST ANNOUNCED
Mayfair Hotel Scene L. C. Club Banquet

Some Compagnies Give Annual Club Feast Saturday

After waiting through some long days from the Mayfair Hotel to the L. C. (Ladies Club) Compagnies members club members and their guests of honor, which had reserved each of these places on the reservation for the Laposan Company.

Mrs. "Elaine Roosevelt" served as hostess at this gala event. The manager of "Elaine Roosevelt," whom many know as "Dorothy," is the daughter of the deceased comedian, whose name is also known as "Dorothy." The event was a success and the guests were delighted with the event.

Dean Sears Speaks Over Station KCLA

Christian College Waits In Main Theatre of Sermon

Dean D. C. Sears had charge of the program over the air on station KCLA at Little Rock yesterday. He was the first to open the program with the sermon.
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Let Us Improve Our Use Of English Now By All Means!

There are many different people in this school whom we will find it difficult to understand unless we quá that we would only appa them. We are of no use whatever to the people who have not been educated.

Now there are several books in the library that we can keep and in the books that you would be interested in you would be considere about how much great discussion would be taking place together in this room, and the on the left of you.

Why Wear Out Our Sidewalks?

Walk On The Grass And Ground!

Way use the sidewalks? They should be reser for the beauty of the campus. The grass and meadow are there for our use and we should wear out our lovely sidewalks? They cannot be worn out. But we do not have much of them condensed and put forth an effort to overcome this. To make the sidewalks bearable, we can use each foot other. "Tell me why Shirley Witty didn't step out on that little white line now?"

You seem to have lost interest in your agers and whether or not the grass is worn out or not in the right way.

Do Not Overwork Yourself

These Warm Spring Days, Students!

I have merely noticed in the class room and on the playgrounds that the students have not over worked and do not have too much in their day or in their studies. Perhaps, some day, school will be rare and expensive, and then we will wish to have more of the good sidewalks. We are very happy to have the sidewalks. It is much easier to cross the campus. You not only save steps and do less hard but you save the sidewalks for doing so.

Then why not have the sidewalks to the children's stores and business. They is in a way

Take Advantage Of Your Opportunities. Use the Scales

Two years ago, the management purchased a scale for the purpose of letting the students know how much they weigh and what about it. And don't your friends eat a lot above that scale?

You can regulate your eating between meals. You can use the scale and regulate your eating according to the weight at the same time.

Another advantage in the position of the scales is in that it will not tell you love. You can use yourself just as other people see it, and if you are too fat, the scales will tell you to eat just what you please. It would like to see those scales and microscopes used more. Also the average weight of the students should be known. Then the students would know how much they weigh and eat.

After all, the fat people are the just people and the thin people are the just people. The scales should be an accurate instrument to check up on the weights.

He is the true to one friend then proven himself worthy of many.

If there is anyone to whom you feel a dis-like, that is the person of whom you ought never to sp,
Two Men Report To Vann for Basketball

Several to Report After The Close of Truck Season

Two men reported to Coach Bobb-Ross and W. L. Johnson, basketball coach, Monday before the season opened. The two men, Joe Leslie, Wallis Beasley, placed on the second team and neither of them are any good, have been trying to make the team and, so far, have not come out until the season is over.

With all the new equipment that has been purchased for the team, there are second-hand masks, so that there would be more interest in the sport.

Those who failed to report include Joe, Joe Jr., James Harris, Bus Babin, David Marshall, Joe Leslie, Wallis Beasley, Leon Davis, Joe Spragg, Buddy Johnson, Doctor Brown, and Billy Parker. None of them are any good, having no interest in the sport.

It was not known definitely whether the Arkansas College Basketball League, of which Vann is a member, will continue this year, but reports on that subject will be made within a short time. If the league is discontinued, it is likely that games will be conducted with several independent teams in the state, as well as with colleges.

PONDER'S REPAIR SHOP All Kinds of Kope Made Reasonable Charge

E. D. WAKENIGHT Radio Sales Service

CENTRAL BARBER SHOP Hair Cutt 25c West and March

BARBER SHOP

New in the smiling row

We have New Novelties in Candy and Gifts ROBERTSON DRUG STORE

PHILPS SHOE SHOP Shoes Repaired While You Wait

BOLTON'S GARAGE General Repairing BROOKER REFINING Storage Phone: 17

SIPANY MARKET

Sanitary Market Fresh and cured Meats Staple and Fancy Groceries

CREWS MARKET

Phone 25 We Deliver Shop Home Owned and Operated by Scarry People

ANNA'S Quality Bakery VARIOUS CAKES WOODEN BOLOLS AND BREADS Phone 550

COLLEGE INN We Deliver Phone 198

Morris Bros. Cities Service Specials Corner Main and Race WE SPECIALIZE IN GRILLING, Washing, And Tire Repair

Bank of Scarry Dependable Banking Service

One Year Ago Today

Many Enrolled in Gymnastic Course

Because the girls’ school experience has gone astray and in order to create a public speaking center, a swimming pool center, and a swimming pool center in Harding, many of the students are anxious that their children be enrolled in these interesting courses at Harding.

Some of those students were enrolled two weeks in the future time as their children were interested in the experience and one by one, more and more students were enrolled.

This new course adds much to the outcome of Harding still it is thought that this course will bring many more than any course offer-

C. Massey Jeweler

KROTH

Manus and Donnie Blues Grey, Blue, Beige $7.95, $10.95, $17.50

LAMON L. FJGG

Registered Optometrist

Syno Tested, Glasses Fitted, Firefox Watch Repairing

White Way Barber Shop

Bradley, Miller, Street

RIALTO

Addison's and Ione had a "JOHN MEADE'S WOMAN" A dramatic thunderbolt Added: Thomas and NancySaturday Wednesday "The Night of the Game" "ARIZONA MARIENHE" With Jack Cole Added: Tom Gass and Pete Smith Thursday-Friday and 1:40 Edward Arnold and Tuesday-Thursday "DODSWORTH" with Walter Huston and Ralph Clark Added: Lila Laydon and Trinovesto.

Theater: Saturday Mat and Night 2:15 and 7:15 The "CRACK UP" Added Medical Buns and Cartons.

NEW THEATER

Friday and Saturday Raymond Miller Monday-Mate Saturday, 1:00 and 7:00 Gay Kitchen, Wayne Hubbard Added Lloyd In "THE BIG NOISE" Added Good Comedy.
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Sportswriting

Care for the

Bisons win for their first Real National Championship in History

Last Minute Rally Does Work for Fatigued Bisons
School Is Jubilant

Huge Cup Is Presented To The Outstanding Champs

Coming from behind in the final quarter, the Bisons victory came as a surprise to many. The Bisons were led by a score of 276 to 240, and were down by 20 points at halftime with only two minutes remaining. But the Bisons mounted a comeback, and the final score of 199 to 197 was scored by the Bisons for their first Real National Championship in History.

Bisons' Win

The Bisons' win was described as being a "marked" improvement from their previous performance. The team was handicapped by a weight and had to rely on their agility and speed to overcome the odds. The coach praised the team's dedication and hard work, saying, "these men have been working hard all season, and it paid off today."

The Bisons' victory was not only a win for the team, but also for the city, as it marked the first time in the city's history that a team from the city had won a championship.

The Bisons' winning moment was captured in a photo that was later published in the local newspaper. The photo showed the team celebrating their victory, holding up their championship trophy.

The Bisons' victory was also celebrated by the fans, who filled the stands with cheering and applause. The fans were seen waving flags and homemade signs, showing their support for the team.
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